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5 Scope of the Execution Framework
The Execution Framework is part of the SDP Processor Software product and provides the framework
and infrastructure for the various SDP Processing Capabilities 1 to be performed and executed. This
includes the following broad range of capabilities:
● Near realtime calibration capability
● Fastimaging/slowtransient capability
● Imaging capabilities
● Pulsar and Fast Transient Search capabilities
● Pulsar timing capability
1

A SDP Processing Capability consists of connected pipelines (e.g. Receive, Imaging and Preserve) and supporting
functions. See also the definition in the SDP Architecture document. In the remainder of this document we will use
‘capability’ for short.
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While the SDP Architecture document mostly concentrates on what the SDP needs to do, the
Execution Framework document mostly contains the architecture of how we are proposing to tackle
the SDP processing and data management challenges. As such this document is quite technical and
might appear abstract in a number of aspects. The connection point to the main Architecture
document are the SDP capabilities, which represent concrete instances of pipeline descriptions.

5.1 Document Overview
This document discusses first the fundamental architectural principles we have developed for the
Execution Framework. Then there is a description of how the SDP capabilities will be represented and
encoded in graphs and how these graphs are managed. Then there is a set of functional and dynamic
views. Section 9 then describes the technical architecture of the graph framework, including a
potential development environment. Section 9.3 concentrates on the translation, scheduling and
deployment of a capability into an executable environment on a given platform. Section 10 explains
our approach to tackle the management, scalability, load balancing and failover of the system. Section
11 finally goes down to the most basic entities of this architecture and describes their design in detail.
Section 12 provides various state views for the whole Execution Framework and its parts.
The Execution Framework instantiates the interfaces to the CSP to receive the various bulk data
streams (as part of explicit Receive Pipelines) and the SDP Preservation to store and maintain the final
products.

Figure 1: Simplified context diagram of the Execution Framework. In particular the interfaces to the LMC are not
shown in any detail in this view. For simplicity the diagram also only shows a single capability, whereas the Execution
Framework will allow the execution of multiple parallel and commensal capabilities.
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Capabilities are required to run independently as well as commensally, depending on the actual
observatory scheduling. In addition there might be multiple of the same capabilities running at the
same time due to the subarray functionality of the SKA. Typically there will also be a whole set of
variations of these broad capability categories, which will allow for instance for the processing of
mosaics, drift scans and other observing modes requiring special processing of the data.
In order to address the scale of the SKA data flow and to efficiently exploit the intrinsic parallelism of
radio astronomical data processing the SDP is following a data driven execution design.
This document describes the graph oriented and data driven architecture as well as the underlying
data driven execution framework, including the interfaces to capability (pipeline) components and the
TM/LMC Scheduling Block system.

6 Concepts and Overview of the Data‐Driven Architecture
This section briefly introduces key concepts and motivations underpinning the Execution Framework
design.

6.1 Traditional Dataflow Designs
A traditional dataflow computation model does not explicitly place any control or constraints on
the order or timing of operations beyond what is inherent in the data dependencies among
compute tasks. The removal of explicit scheduling of compute tasks in the dataflow model has
opened up new (e.g. parallelism) opportunities that were previously masked by “artificial” control
flow imposed by applications or programmers. A similar example is the make tool, where the
programmer focuses on defining each target and its dependencies. The burden of exploring
parallelism to efficiently execute many individual compiling tasks in a correct order lies within the
responsibility of the make utility.

6.2 SDP Data‐driven Design
In developing the Execution Framework architecture, we have extended the “traditional” dataflow
model by integrating data lifecycle management, graph execution engine, and costoptimal resource
allocation into a coherent datadriven framework. Concretely, we have made the following changes to
existing dataflow models:

● Unlike traditional dataflow models that characterise data as “tokens” moving across directed
edges between nodes, we instead model data as nodes, elevating them to be actors who have
autonomy to manage their own lifecycles and trigger appropriate “consumer” applications
based on their own internal (persistent) states. In our graph model, both application (task)
and data nodes are called Drops2 . The edges in our graphs thus represent Drop Events.
● We also introduce a small number of control flow graph nodes at the logical level such as
Scatter, Gather, GroupBy, Loop, etc. These additional control nodes allow pipeline developers
NOTE: In the following paragraphs the notion of Drops is used extensively, they are formally introduced in the Drop
design section below. For the understanding up to that point it is sufficient to regard them as software wrappers
around both data and applications and providing the binding methods to allow the Execution Framework to function.
2
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to systematically express complex data partitioning and event flow patterns based on various
requirements and science processing goals. More importantly, we transform these control
nodes into ordinary Application Drops at the physical level. Thus they are almost completely
transparent to the underlying graph/dataflow execution engine, which focuses solely on
exploring parallelisms orthogonal to these control nodes placed by applications. In this way,
the DataDriven framework enjoys the best from both worlds  expressivity at the application
level and flexibility at the dataflow system level.
● Finally, we differentiate between two kinds of dataflow graphs  Logical Graph and Physical
Graph. While the former provides a higher level of computation abstraction in a
resourceindependent manner, the latter represents the actual execution plan consisting of
interconnected Drops mapped onto a given set of hardware resources in order to meet
performance requirements at minimum cost (e.g. power consumption).

6.3 Graph Representation
Graphs are a standard structure in mathematics: they consist of vertices and edges that connect two
vertices. Furthermore those edges may be directed.
For all capabilities, the architecture employs a datadriven processing model in order to achieve the
required performance and exploit data parallelism. Such a datadriven approach is well represented
by directed graphs, with the vertices representing processing or other actions on the data (socalled
Actors) and the edges represent data dependencies (Channels). The directed graphs are acyclical to
enable a deterministic partial ordering which in turn determines the execution flow of the graph and
facilitates parallelisation.
In the datadriven processing system represented by a graph. Actors process data and act as sources
and sinks for data. Actors may be understood as individual processing components acting on data
after the required data become available. Channels encapsulate the mechanism by which data is
made available between the Actors. Channels are typed and inputs and outputs of Actors must have
the same types as the Channels joining them. Actors must be implemented in such a way that they do
not need to know their position in the overall graph and hence the Actors always produce the same
outputs given the same inputs. This is called referential transparency.

6.4 SDP Graph‐based Data‐Driven Architecture
Combining the data driven approach with the graph representation, the implementation of the
datadriven processing architecture requires translation of these abstract concepts into a system
which relates the processing graph to a specific realisation of processes coupled to data locality.
Furthermore in a practical implementation it is essential to consider two further aspects:
● A real system will require some level of load balancing for an efficient implementation of the
datadriven architecture. This is realised in the architecture by a hierarchical and potentially
partially dynamical partitioning of the graph
● The architecture needs to be robust to partial failures of the system again requiring some
dynamic partitioning of the graph.
To realise this we introduce the following functions:
● Graph preparation
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●
●

Graph partitioning
Graph deployment and execution.

The following sections briefly define the various concepts used by the Execution Framework.

6.4.1 Logical Graph Template
A Logical Graph Template is a compact representation of the logical operations in a processing
pipeline assuming no restrictions on the underlying hardware resources. Logical Graph Templates
encode the sequence of the pipeline components to be executed, including the placement and
parameterisation of explicit scattering and gathering components. Staff Scientists will have access to
Observatory Support Tools that contain graphical user interface applications and pipeline components
to help them develop Logical Graph Templates. After testing and an official release, the Logical Graph
Templates will be offered to the PIs through the observation preparation tool as standard SKA
processing capabilities. Each of these capabilities are also associated with a standard set of data
products which, on successful completion of an execution, will be preserved in the SDP Preservation
function. During SDP construction the current best practise Logical Graph Templates will be a bundled
with the Observatory Support Toolset. Note that Staff Scientists do not have to understand the details
contained within the Execution Framework or pipeline components themselves, this is the job of the
Software Engineers developing the components.

6.4.2 Logical Graph
By combining a Logical Graph Template and observation specific information contained in the Local
Telescope State, the Logical Graph Generator produces a logical graph.
A Logical Graph defines the processing to be done for this processing run, including the specific drops
required and the parameters and states that define this observation. The Logical Graph does not
contain any hardware specific or locality information.

6.4.3 Physical Graph Template
Using profiling information of pipeline components and Data Processor hardware resources the
Execution Framework then “translates” a Logical Graph into a Physical Graph Template, which
prescribes a manifestation of all Drops without specifying their final physical locations.

6.4.4 Physical Graph
The Logical Graph is combined with resource availability information by the Physical Graph Generator
to produce a physical graph. This Physical Graph contains hardware locality information down to Drop
Island level (Drops Islands are described in detail in section 10). The Physical Graph generation
function takes this Logical Graph as input together with Resource Management information from LMC
to generate a graph which relates specifically to realisation of the data flow and processing for the
required analysis on the SDP hardware. The way in which the graph is partitioned across the available
hardware is the mechanism by which loadbalancing and faulttolerance are achieved. The graph
approach allows a hierarchical mode of work distribution  the relative complexity of different parts of
the physical graph should be predictable to a first order approximation through scaling relations in the
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parametric model and/or through benchmarking the response of the system during commissioning.
The SDP will begin this work as it progresses towards construction as part of the rollout plan.

6.4.5 Master Drop Manager
The Master Drop Manager is a top level software component that takes the Physical Graph and
partitions it into Drop Island sized chunks. These Physical Graph Partitions are distributed to the Island
Drop Managers, that are responsible for detailed scheduling of the graph partition components.

6.4.6 Island Drop Manager
Each Drop Island has an island drop manager that is responsible for the execution of the Physical
Graph Partitions that it gets assigned from the Master Drop Manager. The Island Drop Manager
distributes Physical Graph Subpartitions to individual compute nodes to be executed. The distribution
of subpartitions to nodes is a dynamic process on each of the Drop Islands until the Physical Graph
Partition is completed.

6.4.7 Node drop manager
Each compute node has a node drop manager that is responsible for the deployment and monitoring
of the physical graph subpartitions that it gets assigned from the island drop manager. The node drop
managers are the only drop managers in this hierarchy, which are actually managing Drops rather
than just parts of the physical graph on a higher level.

7 Functional view
The high level functional breakdown of the execution framework in Figure 2 shows the graph system
and the generation of the various graph flavours after the initial selection of the Logical Graph
Template, as well as the execution of the final physical graph and the preservation of the products.
Note that these functions will be executed on quite different time scales and some of the SDP
capabilities will require a quasi static and continuous deployment, since they are executed most of the
time (e.g. realtime calibration and fast imaging).

Figure 2: Highlevel functional breakdown of the SDP Execution Framework. At any given point in time there will be
multiple instances of such graph chains running, either overlapping or in parallel or even commensal using the same
data.

Below is a brief discussion of the steps involved to execute a certain logical graph template in our
datadriven framework design.
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● First, the Logical Graph Template (topleft in Fig. 2) represents highlevel data processing
●

●

●

●

●

capabilities. They could be, for example, “Spectral Line Imaging” or “Pulsar Timing”.
All logical graph templates are managed by the Logical Graph Template Repository
(bottomleft in Fig. 2). The logical graph template(s) is first selected from this repository for a
specific pipeline (capability) and is then filled with scheduling block parameters, like e.g.
number of channels and baselines. This generates a Logical Graph, expressing a pipeline with
still (hardware)resourceoblivious data graph constructs.
Using profiling information of pipeline components and Data Processor hardware resources
the Execution Framework then “translates” a Logical Graph into a Physical Graph Template,
which prescribes a manifestation of all Drops without specifying their final physical locations.
In order to meet predefined requirements such as performance, cost, etc each Drop in the
Physical Graph Template is associated with an available resource unit. This information is
obtained from the Resource Estimator. The Resource Estimator contains uptodate resource
availability information such as compute node, storage, etc., . Once the association has been
made the physical graph template is transformed into a Physical Graph which is a set of
interconnected Drops mapped onto a given set of resources.
Before an observation starts, all the Drops are deployed onto these resources as per the
location information stated in the physical graph. The deployment process is facilitated
through Drop Managers, which are daemon processes managing deployed Drops on
designated resources.
Once an observation starts, Graph Execution is cascading down graph edges through Data
Drops triggering Application Drops that produces the next output Data Drops. Some of the
final data Drops are persistently preserved as Science Products by using an explicit persist
consumer, which very likely will be specifically dedicated to a certain science data product.

Figure 3: Class diagram of the Logical Graph Template system. The Logical Graph Template Repository is a collection
of Logical Graph Templates. The official set of available Logical Graph Templates defines the processing capabilities of
the SKA. The set of realisations (bottom row boxes) of Logical Graph Templates depicted here is the minimal set to be
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provided by the SDP. Some of these boxes will need to be split into two or more individual realisations, e.g. the
Imaging capability contains both spectral line and continuum imaging. In addition some of these realisations will
require more specific modes, like driftscan imaging and mosaicing.

Figure 4: The way that the Physical Graph is split between different Drop Islands is fixed  or "static". Each island in

use by the Physical Graph has a part of that graph  a "Physical Graph Partition"  deployed onto it. Dynamic load
balancing is done within compute nodes in a Drop Island via the Island Drop Manager, which dynamically schedules
subpartitions ("Physical Graph Node SubPartitions") of the Physical Graph Island Partition onto compute nodes.

We partition the graph into n partitions which we refer to as Physical Graph Partitions  this
partitioning is static and each partition will be deployed to a Drop Island. To each of these partitions
we associate a group of one or more (usually multiple) compute units or nodes – we call this group a
drop island. This static partitioning is done to minimise the communication between the partitions as
represented in the graph. For example, in order to achieve a degree of load balancing in our static
partitioning of the graph, we will utilise the splitting of our data by frequency channel as the main
index. Having analysed and benchmarked the processing complexity of such a split [RD06], variation in
processing load with frequency channel is predictable, hence we can change the size of the Physical
Graph Island Partition to contain more or fewer frequency channels, or change the number of
compute nodes in a Drop Island to be appropriate to the expected load. For each of the Physical
Graph Partitions the graph is further partitioned among the compute nodes within the Drop Island to
produce Physical Graph subpartitions: this partitioning however is not static. The progress through
the graph is monitored and apportioning of the graph between the nodes is triggered dynamically via
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an event mechanism if either loadbalancing or recovery from failure is required. To implement this
repartitioning in an efficient manner one requirement is that the compute nodes within a Drop Island
can gain access to all the data required for the execution of the graph which has been partitioned to
that specific Drop Island.
Actors in the SDP context are realised by an abstract object referred to as a Drop: drops are discussed
in more detail in the next section.
The management and scheduling of the graph is done in a hierarchical fashion. At the top level a
socalled Master Drop Manager manages the partitioning of the graph between Drop Islands. Within
a Drop Island an Island Drop Manager manages the scheduling and execution of the graph on the
Drop Island. A further Node Drop Manager manages the execution and scheduling of the graph on a
compute node. At each level Drop Managers communicate via an event mechanism to those above
and below it in the hierarchy.

The graph description we have adopted is flexible, but designed for the SKA problem: the architecture
is specifically designed to enable us to manage risk. For example if the scope of the SDP problem is in
fact such that dynamic scheduling is not required for load balancing reasons then full static
partitioning of the graph is possible and we only have a master drop manager and node drop
manager. Similarly the architecture permits defining the whole available resource as a single drop
island for complete dynamic scheduling if the problem and underlying hardware require and permit
this to be done efficiently.

7.1 Representation of SDP Capabilities and Pipelines
In summary, within the SDP architecture, a complete capability is represented as a set of connected
pipelines plus a few additional supporting functions and services (e.g. Local Sky Model and Telescope
Model). Each of the pipelines is represented as a (logical) graph, where nodes on the graph are
alternating Data Drops and Application Drops.
Connected pipelines are represented by explicit Drop events (see below) from one pipeline to the
next. The Application Drops are pipeline components (provided by the PIP subsystem), which are
pipeline algorithms wrapped into Drop instances. This mechanism makes them accessible to and
manageable by the Execution Framework. The interface between the Execution Framework and the
pipeline algorithms is thus captured in the Drop wrapper. In addition there is an I/O interface
between pipeline components (Application Drops) and Data Drops, which allows the Execution
Framework to ‘hide’ differences in the access to data in Drops depending on its physical location or
format. One example would be to provide the same interface regardless whether the data is in
memory or on some storage device. Another, more complex example would be to provide
transparent access to data that is stored in a database. This concept is very similar, but more generic,
to the Storage Manager approach used in Casacore [RD09].
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8 Dynamic Views
The SDP and thus also the Execution Framework has to bind into and interface with the SKA
observation schedule implemented and executed by TM. The Execution Frameworks interface to TM
is managed and moderated by the LMC Master Controller.It will use this interface directly for
schedule block information exchange, schedule block triggering and error propagation with TM. The
following sequence diagrams describe the sequence of the execution of the various activities in more
detail. This includes both the triggering and deployment of the near realtime ingest, calibration and
fastimaging pipelines as well as the deployment and triggering of the imaging and nonimaging
pipelines.

Figure 5: Sequence diagram of the interaction between TM, LMC and the Execution Framework. The diagram
includes the initial interaction to actually build the Physical Graph Template (upper section), which can be performed
hours or even days before the observation and will be part of a midterm scheduling activity. The middle section will
happen minutes before the observation or processing and will generate the actual Physical Graph, which essentially
reserves the compute nodes. The lower part of the diagram is the interaction at execution of the observation or
processing. Note that the diagram does not distinguish between near realtime and batch execution. TM would thus
be able to trigger just the execution of the processing of data already existing on the fast buffer. That would imply that
there is a Physical Graph associated to that data deployed already on the Processing Platform. Note that if an error
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occurs during any of the steps described above it will be passed to the LMC Master Controller. In this diagram we have
omitted the additional Drop Island Managers, since they would unnecessarily complicate the view.

9 Graph Framework
As described above, graphs are a central component of the Execution Framework and they are being
used on several, logically distinct, levels. The following sections describe the anticipated development
and deployment environment for the various graph flavors in more detail.

9.1 Logical Graph Development
As already described a logical graph template, as well as a logical graph, are compact representations
of the logical operations in a processing pipeline neglecting the capabilities, restriction and availability
of hardware resources. Constructing or writing logical graph templates will require deep domain
knowledge as well as a very good understanding of the available pipeline components. In addition to
‘normal’ pipeline components we also introduce logical operations, which are referred to as
constructs in a logical graph. The relationship between a Drop and a construct resembles the one
between and object and a class in Object Oriented programming languages. In other words, most
constructs are Drop templates and multiple Drops correspond to a single construct. This means in
practice that for instance a scatter construct essentially collapses all the internal parallel Drop
subgraphs into one single Drop subgraph and thus making it possible to abstract the explicit
parallelism away from the developer of a logical graph.

Figure 6: Logical graph example. An example of a logical graph with data constructs (e.g. Data1  Data5), component
constructs (i.e. Component1  Component5), and control flow constructs (Scatter, Gather, and GroupBy).
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9.1.1 Construct properties
Each construct has several associated properties that users have control over during the development
of a logical graph. For Component and Data constructs the execution time and data volume are two
very important properties. Such properties can be directly obtained from parametric models or
estimated from the profiling information (e.g. pipeline component workload characterisation) and
platform specification.
9.1.1.1 Control flow constructs
Control flow constructs form the “skeleton” of the logical graph, and determine the final structure of
the physical graph to be generated. In the course of our prototyping [RD10] we have identified the
following required flow constructs:
● Scatter to support data parallelism.
● Gather to support data barriers.
● Group By to support data resorting (e.g. corner turning in radio astronomy).
● Loop to support iterations.

Figure 7: A nestedLoop (minor and major cycle) example of logical graph for a continuous imaging
pipeline.

9.1.1.2 Graph Repository
Very much like the development of traditional data reduction software, the construction of correct
and working logical graph templates is a complex and iterative process and will require dedicated
science staff. The Execution Framework architecture very clearly splits the expertise required to
construct the templates from the expertise to write actual pipeline components (algorithms) and the
expertise to maintain and optimise the actual execution of a graph within the Execution Framework.
In one of our prototypes (DFMS) we have developed a graphical web editor to construct logical graph
templates3 . This specific prototype essentially represents a graphical domain specific language (DSL),
3

Figures 6 + 7 are screenshots of that tool.
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but similar results could be achieved by using a textual DSL. In any case the DSL code output can be
seen as a representation of the logical graph template and can be stored in a repository. For practical
purposes this repository could for instance be implemented as a version control system, since it has to
fulfill very similar requirements:
● Checkin and checkout of graph templates
● Versioning and branching
● Release tags
● Unique identification

9.2 Selecting a Template and Defining the Logical Graph
During the creation of the detailed description of an observation staff scientists will also have to
specify the processing to be carried out by the SDP. Essentially this will result in the selection of a
particular Logical Graph Template from the repository. In addition to just selecting the template, the
scientists can also adjust a few parameters to tune the processing to their needs. Together with a set
of parameters derived from the definition of the actual observation (e.g. number of channels,
antennas or stations requested,...) this will be used to translate the Logical Graph Template into a
Logical Graph, which is specific for a certain observation, but still completely hardware agnostic.

9.3 Logical Graph to Physical Graph Translation
While a logical graph provides a compact way to express complex processing logic, it contains high
level control flow specifications that are not directly usable by the underlying graph execution engine
and Drop managers. Thus the logical graphs have to be translated into physical graphs. The translation
process virtually defines all the required Drops.

9.3.1 Basic steps
The Translation involves the following steps:
● Validity checking. Checks whether the logical graph is ready to be translated. This step is
similar to semantic error checking used in compilers.
● Construct unrolling. Unrolls the logical graph by (1) creating all necessary Drops (including
“artifact” Drops that do not appear in the original logical graph), and (2) establishing directed
edges amongst all newly generated Drops. This step produces the Physical Graph Template.
● Graph partitioning. Decomposes the Physical Graph Template into a set of logical partitions
(a.k.a. Drop Islands) and generates an order of Drop execution sequence within each partition
such that certain performance requirements (e.g. total completion time, total data
movement, etc.) are met under given constraints (e.g. resource footprint). An important
assumption is that the cost of moving data within the same partition is far less than that
between two different partitions. This step produces the Physical Graph Template Partitions.
● Resource mapping. Maps each template partition onto a given set of resources in certain
optimal ways (load balancing, etc.). Concretely, each Drop is assigned a physical resource id
(such as IP address, hostname, etc.). This step requires near realtime resource usage
information from the COMP platform or the Local Monitor & Control (LMC). It also needs Drop
managers to coordinate the Drop deployment. In some cases, this mapping step is merged
with the previous Graph partitioning step to directly map Drops to resources.
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In the following, we use the term Scheduling to refer to the combination of both graph partitioning
and resource mapping.

9.3.2 Algorithms
Scheduling an Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that involves graph partitioning and resource mapping is
known to be an NPhard problem. The Execution Framework will likely require several different
heuristicsbased algorithms to allow optimisation within different translation domains. Previous
research on DAG scheduling and graph partitioning can give guidelines and implementations to
perform these two steps. In the case of homogeneous resources this is fairly straightforward. Support
for heterogeneous resources can use a list scheduling algorithm. With these algorithms, the Execution
Framework can address the following translation problems:
● Minimise the total cost of data movement but subject to a given degree of load balancing. In
this problem, a number N of available resource units (e.g. a number of compute nodes) are
given, the translation process aims to produce M Drop Islands (M <= N) from the physical
graph template such that (1) the total volume of data traveling between two distinct Drop
Islands is minimised, and (2) the workload variations measured in aggregated execution time
(Drop property) between a pair of Drop Islands is less than a given percentage p %. To solve
this problem, graph partitioning and resource mapping steps are merged into one.
● Minimise the total completion time but subject to a given degree of parallelism (DoP) (e.g.
number of cores per node, although it could be driven by other factors such as memory
bandwidth, etc) that each Drop Island is allowed to take advantage of. In the first version of
this problem, no information regarding resources is given. The Execution Framework attempts
to come up with the optimal number of Drop Islands such that (1) the total completion time of
the pipeline (which depends on both execution time and the cost of data movement on the
graph critical path) is minimised, and (2) the maximum degree of parallelism within each Drop
Island is never greater than the given DoP. In the second version of this problem, a number of
resources of identical performance capability are also given in addition to the DoP.
● Minimise the number of Drop Islands but subject to (1) a given completion time deadline, and
(2) a given DoP that each Drop Island is allowed to take advantage of. In this problem, both
completion time and resource footprint become the minimisation goals. The motivation of
this problem is clear. In a scenario where two different schedules can complete the processing
pipeline within, say, 5 minutes, the schedule that consumes less resources is preferred. Since
a Drop Island is mapped onto resources, and its capacity is already constrained by a given
DoP, the number of Drop Islands is proportional to the amount of resources needed.
Consequently, schedules that require less number of Drop Islands are superior. Inspired by the
hardware/software codesign method for embedded systems design, the Execution
Framework can utilise a “lookahead” strategy at each optimisation step to adaptively choose
from two conflicting objective functions (deadline or resource) for local optimisation, which is
more likely to lead to the global optimum than greedy strategies.
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9.4 Physical Graph
The Translation process produces the physical graph template, which, once deployed, becomes the
physical graph. The physical graph represents a collection of interconnected Drops in a distributed
execution plan across multiple resource units. The nodes of a physical graph are Drops representing
either data or applications in an alternating fashion. This establishes a set of reciprocal relationships
between Drops:
● A data Drop is the input of an application Drop; on the other hand the application is a
consumer of the data Drop.
● Likewise, a data Drop can be a streaming input of an application Drop, in which case the
application is seen as a streaming consumer from the data Drop’s point of view.
● Finally, a data Drop can be the output of an application Drop, in which case the application is
the producer of the data Drop.
Physical graphs (or partitions thereof) are the final (and only) graph products that will be submitted to
the Drop Managers. Once Drop managers accept (according to resource availability) a physical graph
specification, it is their responsibility to create and deploy Drop instances on their managed resources
as prescribed in the physical graph such as partitioning information (produced during the Translation)
that allows different managers to distribute graph partitions (i.e. Drop Islands) across different nodes
and Drop Islands by setting up proper Drop Channels. The fact that physical graphs are made of Drops
means that they are describing the execution exactly. In this sense, the physical graph is the graph
execution engine.
In addition to Drop managers, the Execution Framework also includes a Physical Graph Repository,
which allows users to manage all currently running and past physical graphs within the system.

9.5 Execution
A physical graph has the ability to advance its own execution. This is internally established via the
Drop event mechanism as follows:
● Once a data Drop moves to the ‘Ready’ state it will fire an event to all its consumers.
Consumers (applications) will then evaluate if they can start their execution depending on
their nature and configuration. A specific type of application is the Barrier Application Drop,
which waits until all its inputs are in the ‘Ready’ state to start its execution.
● On the other hand, data Drops receive an event every time their producers finish their
execution. Once all the producers of a Drop have finished, the Drop moves itself to the ‘Ready’
state, notifying its consumers, and so on.
Failures on application and data Drops are transmitted likewise automatically via events. Data Drops
move to ERROR if any of its producers move to ERROR, and application Drops move the ERROR if a
given input error threshold (defaults to 0) is passed (i.e., when more than a given percentage of inputs
move to ERROR) or if their execution fails. This way whole branches of execution might fail, but after
reaching a gathering point the execution might still resume if enough inputs are present.
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10 Scalability, Scheduling and Drop Islands
Scalability is one of the key concerns of the SDP architecture. Obviously we will need to be able to run
the full scale SKA1 use cases, but we also need to be able to run the system on significantly smaller
platforms (downwards scalable), potentially even down to single compute nodes in order to maintain
local testability. Managing and handling hundreds of thousands or even millions of Drops is a
nontrivial challenge, although the actual number of Drops required needs proper modelling and
evaluation. The hierarchy of Drop Managers we have introduced into this architecture is designed to
address these challenges.

10.1 Drop Manager Design
The Drop Managers represent the main services of the Execution Framework. There are three types of
Drop Managers, Node Drop Managers (NDM), Island Drop Managers (IDM) and the Master Drop
Manager (see the class diagram in figure 8). Since the latter two share most of the same functionality,
they are derived from a Composite Drop Manager class. The Node Drop Managers are assumed to be
running on every single compute node and will thus most probably be implemented as system
daemons, which will be started automatically at boot time of the compute node. The
MasterDropManager (MDM) could take over the functionality of an IslandDropManager, in case there
is just a single Drop Island in the deployed graph. It should be noted here that the Drop Managers are
not controlling the execution of a graph, they are just deploying and monitoring the execution of the
graph.

Figure 8: Class diagram of the Drop Managers. The abstract class on the top is keeping all the common methods and

parameters, the CompositeDropManager class is just a private class to keep the commonalities between the Master
and the Island Drop Managers. This design would allow an easy extension if we would see the need for yet another
layer of managers for scalability reasons. Drop Managers are implementing a RESTful interface for external
communication. This also allows for the implementation of a webbased frontend to monitor the graph execution.
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They are also implementing a scheduler interface to allow for the usage of schedulers as described in the scheduling
section.

The concept of Drop Islands has been introduced to the Execution Framework design mostly in order
to address scalability of the system. A Drop Island is a logical construct hosting an Island Drop
Manager and thus adding a hierarchical layer between the Master Drop Manager and the Node Drop
Managers. Depending on the total number of Drops in the graph, the Islands are logically generated
during the generation of the Physical Graph Template in the form of Graph Partitions. The Master
Drop Manager dynamically starts an Island Drop Manager on one specific node at the boundaries of
the Physical Graph Partitions. The Node Drop Managers inside that partition will then be monitored
by their associated Island Drop Manager. Typically, the Compute Nodes inside a Drop Island will
belong to one specific Compute Island (see RD04), in such a way that the Drop Island is aligned with
the underlying network topology, but the concept does not mandate a specific allocation strategy and
allows to have multiple Drop Islands per Compute Island as well as span multiple Compute Islands or
be independent of Compute Islands altogether. In the most extreme case there could be a single Drop
Island for the whole graph execution (e.g., in the case of a Physical Graph requiring only a few nodes,
and/or with a very small number of Drops); in this degenerate case, there is no Drop Island Manager
at all, but the Master Drop Manager assumes that role as well. The design does also not preclude the
introduction of multiple Drop Island hierarchy levels in order to scale even further.
The other reason for introducing Drop Islands stems from the need to execute multiple graphs in
parallel and/or commensal on the same data. In order to be able to do this, we need to introduce
some kind of scheduling and optimisation. In addition dynamic load balancing between compute
nodes may also be required, because runtimes of individual, parallelised pipeline components might
differ significantly, depending on the actual data.

10.2 Drop Islands and Scalability
As mentioned above the design allows to dynamically generate a Drop Island, if the total number of
Drops exceeds a certain threshold, or if the management of the complete graph seems too complex
for a single manager. This is decided during the generation of the Physical Graph Template, by
introducing Physical Graph Template Partitions. At the time of deployment, the Master Drop Manager
would launch a Drop Island Manager at the boundaries of the partitions and then send the Physical
Graph Partitions to those Drop Island Managers, which in turn would distribute the Drops to the
assigned nodes and subsequently monitor them.

10.3 Scheduling and Load Balancing
Up to this point we have not mentioned scheduling of graph and Drop execution. As indicated above,
we need to support scheduling on at least two levels, graph level scheduling, but potentially also Drop
level scheduling, internal to a graph in order to allow for load balancing in cases of unbalanced run
times. In particular in the (normal) case when the SDP has to execute multiple graphs in parallel,
graph scheduling becomes very important. The graph level scheduling will need to interact with the
global TM observation scheduler, because certain combinations of SDP capabilities might not be
possible to be executed at the same time, since they might exceed the available compute resources.
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But even in the ‘simple’ case of a single graph or a sequence of single graph executions optimisation
and scheduling is essential in order to execute a given graph in an optimal way. The easiest solution to
this problem is scheduling of static graph deployments. That means that the whole physical graph is
deployed at once and every single Drop has been assigned a fixed compute node upfront during the
generation of the physical graph. Even though this sounds straight forward, it still requires that the
whole graph optimisation and node assignment is working and this is non trivial, because the
optimisation itself represents already a socalled NPhard problem (nondeterministic polynomialtime
hard). If static or dynamic scheduling is added, the problem gets even more complex. Such
optimisation and scheduling problems are topic to current and very active research in mathematics
and computer science, but there are no directly applicable solutions, yet. Current day HPC schedulers
are very much task oriented and are just starting to operate also in power and data aware modes.
Since the SDP needs to maximise efficiency across the whole system in order to keep capital and
operational costs down, we regard this whole topic as high risk and likely to cause problems for the
project (see risk analysis).
For that reason the architecture has built in quite some flexibility, but is at the same time trying to
keep the scheduling complexity down where possible. In essence we are trying to design a system,
which would run potentially in a less efficient way overall, but at least it would work. The individual
complexity steps can be summarised in the following way:
1. fully static single graph optimisation (essentially hand crafted deployment of one optimised
graph forever).
2. fully static single graph scheduling and optimisation (deploy single graphs at a time from a
sequence in an optimised way).
3. partial static single graph with dynamic load balancing inside graph partitions.
4. fully static multi graph scheduling and optimisation.
5. partial static multi graph scheduling and optimisation with dynamic load balancing inside
graph partitions.
6. fully dynamic single graph scheduling and optimisation.
7. fully dynamic graph scheduling and optimisation and fully dynamic load balancing of all Drops
in the graph.
In general (6) and (7) are regarded to be very unlikely to be achievable and (5) very hard to obtain
better efficiency than (4) without significant additional research and prototyping effort. On the other
hand (3) is the minimum the SDP has to be able to achieve to meet the requirements of commensal
and simultaneous observations and (4) might be desireable.

10.4 Drop Islands and Scheduling
In order to address the challenges described above the design foresees to attach a scheduler to each
single Drop Island Manager by providing a scheduler interface method in the abstract manager class.
It does not restrict the type of scheduler, nor do they have to be the same across different Drop
Islands. In this scenario the Master Drop Manager would send Physical Graph Template Partitions (not
final Physical Graphs) to the Drop Island Managers and leave it up to the internal schedulers to
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optimise placement and execution. The heuristics of the Drop Island internal schedulers could then
allow for either a static deployment, or a fully dynamic, load balancing deployment and execution.

10.5 Node Drop Managers and Scheduling
Single compute nodes of the Processing Platform will most likely consist of potentially heterogeneous,
manycore systems with one or a few accelerators. Managing execution in such an environment is
quite complex in its own right and thus we also allow to attach a scheduler to each of the Node Drop
Managers.

10.6 Summary
There are scheduling systems around (e.g., [RD11, RD12, RD13]), mainly in the form of research
projects, which are starting to perform scheduling across clusters of compute nodes taking
accelerators, task capabilities and also data locality into account. If one of them proves to be a viable
product we could run it on the Drop Island Manager level and have no scheduler inside the node. If
we even find such a system viable to perform and control the whole scheduling, including the graph
scheduling, we would only run one on the Master Drop Manager level. In the contrary case, if we find
the scheduling on either of the levels not performing reliably or at all, we can fall back to fully static
graph deployments, while still doing some midterm graph level scheduling, maybe put together a
schedule for a week worth of observing time and run those fully statically underneath. This does
represent bullet point (4) above and would thus fulfill the basic requirements.

11 Drop Design
At the base of the SDP Execution Framework and the data driven architecture is the design of a Drop.
The block diagram in Figure 9 provides a high level view of that design. Drop Instances essentially are
wrapper objects around arbitrary items. Drops in the SDP Execution Framework represent both Data
and Application items (pipeline components) and they can also represent a collection of other Drops
in socalled Container Drops. Specific requirements of concrete Drop classes are modelled using
standard inheritance. The design of the Drop is based on the experience with the design and
implementation of a whole series of previous astronomical data flow implementations, including HST,
ESO, ALMA and MWA. In addition we have performed extensive prototyping (see RD05) in order to
refine the model and also the architecture of the overall Execution Framework. The design itself is not
related to any implementation, but can be mapped to existing commercial and noncommercial
implementations (e.g., in the noncommercial NGAS archiving system, used by ESO, ALMA and the
MWA project, each stored file could be viewed as a Drop) . The existing astronomical data flows
mentioned above do implement substantial parts of this design. The L3 and lower requirements
together with the prototyping will allow the validation and refinement of the design.
The Drop design is key to understanding how the data driven architecture is deploying and executing
a physical graph. It is also required to study the Drop design internals in order to understand how the
interfaces between the Drop and the Drop management and the between the pipeline components
Drop payload, for pipeline components, are working.
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11.1 Drop High‐Level Design
As already indicated above a Drop is a software wrapper around data and application ‘payloads’. The
wrapper allows the Execution Framework to manage and deploy Drops in a consistent and
homogeneous way. By wrapping data payloads within Drops and making Data Drops nodes on the
graph, it also makes data ‘active’ to a certain extent. This enables to represent the physical graph as a
direct connection between Drops, rather than having to design some glue system around them.

Figure 9: Block diagram of an abstract Drop. A Drop in this view consists of Control Layer and a Payload I/O Layer.

The Control layer provides the interface to the Drop Management Framework, the Payload I/O layer provides the
interface to the actual payload. In the case of Data Drops this encapsulates how the data in the payload is actually
being written and read. In the case of Application Drops this specifies how the application is supposed to be activated
and deactivated. In particular for Data Drops there might also be an I/O Channel Virtualisation available in order to
expose data from the Drop either partially or fully through a performance optimised interface. One example might be
memory mapping, another RDMA from within an accelerator.

An abstract Drop Object consists of a control layer, a payload I/O layer, and a reference.
● The control layer will contain metadata for the drop indicating its type and also provide the
functionality necessary for messaging between drops (drop events). Principle messaging is to
notify linked Application Drops in the graph of the availability of data so that their actions can
be triggered. The Data Drop produced by the action in turn will then trigger its linked
Application Drop(s) once all the data has been written. The Management API provides
methods to connect the Drops with the Drop Managers and the Drop Lifecycle Management.
This includes methods like:
○ Activate, deactivate application payload.
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○
○
○
○
○

●

Setup a specific Virtualisation channel
Set or get expiration timestamps
Set or get checksum
Set or get user defined metadata
Set or get target and current resilience.
The Payload I/O layer provides the I/O methods to access the payload. For Data Drops access
to the data can either be provided by a reference to the actual I/O methods of the underlying
data object (direct I/O). Alternatively it can provide virtualised I/O methods in order to
transparently hide differences in actual I/O methods, depending where the data actually
resides physically.
○ The I/O Virtualisation API supports linking the drop via a specific or a set of I/O
channels. Each channel will require specific implementation for each type of
virtualisation required. The main idea is to allow for I/O optimisation which would be
transparent to the application code. Examples of such channels include:
■ An output buffer into which an actor places output data which are then made
available as the input buffer for the connected actor in the graph
■ A memory mapped file
■ Asynchronous data prefetching to memory, cache or accelerators.
○ For Application Drops the access to the payload needs to describe how the payload
can be activated and deactivated. Since the Execution Framework needs to support a
variety of ways to implement applications, this design allows to homogenize the
startup and shutdown of the applications. Examples of such procedures include:
■ Docker container fetching and initialisation
■ Virtual machine startup
■ Launching a shell script

11.2 Drop Class Model
As shown in the formal UML class diagram below, we consider various different derived drop classes:
● Data Drops
● Provide a link to a data source via a Unique Resource IdentifierI (URI)
● Provide an I/O interface to data so that they may move data through the memory
hierarchy
● A standard use of a data drop will be to move data into memory at which point the
drop moves to the data ready state
● Messaging is used to link drops in the graph.
● Application (Pipeline Component) Drops
● They provide a link to a processing component via a URI and provide the interface to
launch this kernel on a data ready message
● Container Drop
● Provide a higher level of abstraction for Drops belonging together in a logical sense.
For instance a SDP standard science data product may consist of a set of individual
data products, each of which might be an aggregation of many individual Data Drops.
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Figure 10: UML class model of the Drop system employed by the Execution Framework. Drops are essentially object

wrappers around items, which can be data, applications or other Drops. Specific requirements of certain types of
Drops are modelled using standard inheritance. Drops allow the registration of Producer and Consumer applications as
well as Manager applications. The attributes and derived classes in this diagram are indicative and exemplar for what
is really required for the complete Execution Framework.

11.3 Representation of the Physical Graph using Drops
Essentially, after deployment, the complete information of the physical graph is embedded in the
Drops and the connection between Drops. During the deployment of the Physical Graph the Drops will
be instantiated and at that point the producer and consumer applications for every Data Drop are
known and can thus be provided to the initialiser. Once this is done the connection between the
Drops is fully determined and can be seen as pointtopoint connections between Drops. As can be
seen in the UML diagram above, the Drop objects ‘know’ their producer and consumer
ApplicationDrops and can send events directly to them. The Drop object allows to define complete
lists of producers and consumers and thus many to one and one to many relationships can be
implemented. Since pipeline components will be implemented as ApplicationDrops, that in turn
allows pipeline components to be triggered by events or similar mechanisms like remote procedure
calls, issued by DataDrops after certain state transitions. For instance, if an ApplicationDrop
subscribes to the READY state transition of a certain DataDrop, it can start executing on the reception
of that event. More explicitly, the execution framework architecture implies a completely
asynchronous execution model and thus the actual event mechanism is assumed to be a callback to
allow full flexibility for the implementation. The Drop design contains references to lists of consumers
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and producers [Figure 6]. Each item in such a list represent application Drops. Thus, after deployment,
the physical graph is implemented within the Drops and acts in a completely independent fashion,
driving its own execution. In particular there is no controlling instance required during runtime,
except for failover handling or when parts of the graph are dynamically scheduled. In that case the
Drop Manager will react on individual failures, possibly communicating them upstream or triggering
the dynamic scheduling.
The attributes listed in the Drop class diagram above and the derived classes are indicative and
noninclusive. The ContainerDrop allows for the definition of complex relations between Drops in
order to form Science Data Products and Packages. The derived classes FileDrop and StreamDrop are
just but two examples of explicit derived Drop classes supporting additional, specialised methods or
attributes.
The detailed design of the Drop system is ongoing work. An important driver are the requirements for
the pipelines [RD02] and real world examples. Pipelines and the supported observing modes they
encode will evolve and the Drop design will need to be updated accordingly. Drops are connected
using the producer and consumer pattern and create a graph representing an execution plan, where
inputs and outputs are connected to applications, establishing the following possible relationships:
● None or many data Drop(s) can be the input of an application Drop; and the application is the
consumer of the data Drop(s).
● A data Drop can be a streaming input of an application Drop in which case the application is
seen as a streaming consumer from the data Drop’s point of view.
● None or many Drop(s) can be the output of an application Drop, in which case the application
is the producer of the data Drop(s).
● An application is never a consumer or producer of another application; conversely a data Drop
never produces or consumes another data Drop.
The difference between normal inputs/consumers and their streaming counterpart is their
granularity. In the normal case, inputs only notify their consumers when they have reached the READY
state, after which the consumers can open the Drop and read their data. Streaming inputs on the
other hand notify consumers each time data is written into them (alongside with the data itself), and
thus allow for a continuous operation of applications as data gets written into their inputs. Once all
the data has been written, the normal event notifying that the Drop has moved to the COMPLETED
state is also fired.

11.4 Drop Input/Output
I/O can be performed on the data that is represented by a Drop by obtaining a reference to its I/O
object and calling the necessary POSIXlike methods represented in [Figure 10] as open, read, write
and close meta methods. In this case, the data is passing through the Drop instance. The application is
free to bypass the Drop interface and perform I/O directly on the data, in which case it uses the data
Drop dataURL to find out the data location. In that case it is the responsibility of the application to
ensure that the I/O is occurring in the correct location and using the expected format for storage or
subsequent upstream processing by other application Drops.
The Execution Framework needs to provide various commonly used I/O storage classes, including
inmemory, filebase and object storage.
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11.5 Drop Events
Drops that are connected by an edge in a physical graph but are deployed on separate nodes or
islands from each other will have to use a remote method invocation interface to allow them to
communicate with each other. It’s the job of the Master Drop and Island Managers to generate and
exchange stubs between Drop instances before the graph is deployed to the various Drop Islands and
nodes within islands respectively. Execution within a single address space result in basic method calls
between Drop instances.
The location of the drops in the system is the only criterion to decide the mechanism they will use to
communicate with their peer drops, and is calculated when mapping a Physical Graph into a set of
resources (see 9.3.1).

11.6 Drop Component Interface
In general, the interface between a pipeline component and the Drop framework should be
implemented as a generic class, which can be inherited by application programmers in order to make
the integration as easy as possible. This way any kind of application can be easily plugged into the
framework.
In particular, delivering applications as Docker containers is a particularly good way of performing this
integration, and thus the framework could offer builtin support for them. Docker containers have the
following benefits over traditional tools management:
● Portability.
● Versioning and component reuse.
● Lightweight footprint.
● Simple maintenance.

12 State Views
While the SDP architecture is following the paradigm of stateless components, the Execution
Framework, which binds the components together into a SDP capability and eventually a executable
pipeline graph, is designed around a set of state machine views. This is required in order to enable the
lifecycle management of the Drops, the graph partitions on the nodes and the whole graph
execution. This section summarises the various state machines.

12.1 Execution Framework State View
The Execution Framework is part of the overall SDP deployment, in particular it is part of the SDP
Processor Software product. In order to work properly the Execution Framework will rely on a number
of services to be up and running. The required platform services are assumed to be up and running
here and are covered by the description of the SDP Processor Platform.
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12.1.1 Execution Orchestration
It is assumed that the core services of the Execution Framework (Master and Node Drop Managers)
will be implemented as system daemons which are started at boot time of the individual compute
nodes. The Master Drop Manager will likely be colocated with the Graph Manager on a high
availability node external to the actual compute cluster. Our current baseline is to colocate both the
Graph Manager and the Master Drop Manager with the LMC Master Controller. Note that since the
execution is completely asynchronous, the Master Drop Manager as well as the Island Drop Managers
could actually fail or be restarted after the deployment phase, without the execution being affected at
all. The Node Drop Managers will announce themselves on some kind of zero configuration network
(like e.g. Bonjour) and can then be identified and registered by the Island and Master Drop Managers.
Node Drop Managers, which can not be discovered will render those nodes unavailable for the
Execution Framework, even if those nodes are up and running. In addition, we do expect the
implementation of the interaction between the Master and the Node Drop Managers to allow for
automatic discovery of new or recovered compute nodes. This will allow semidynamic removal and
adding of nodes to the Execution Framework pool.

Figure 11: State machine diagram of the Execution Framework. The Execution Framework is essentially represented
by the Master Drop Manager (MDM) and all interactions between the LMC and the Execution Framework are handled
by the MDM. During INITIALISING the MDM registers and checks all discoverable Node Drop Managers. If all resources
are fully utilised the MDM will transition to BUSY. When requested by the LMC the MDM will shut down and deregister
with all the Node Drop Managers. Depending on the implementation the MDM will either be a system daemon or a
process actively managed by LMC, potentially on the same computer.

12.2 Physical Graph State View
The whole physical graph also follows a state machine during its lifecycle. However, error conditions
of a fully data parallel system are quite hard to model in a traditional way, since there is an almost
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continuous transition between successful and complete failure. This can be captured by a ‘DEGRADED’
state, but the transitions between SUCCESS, DEGRADED and FAILURE are then based on thresholds,
heuristics and policies. Moreover, it is quite likely that the SDP will always produce somewhat
DEGRADED products, be it for excessive RFI, or failed computing nodes.

Figure 12: The various states and transitions a physical graph can take on during its lifecycle. The state a particular

graph is in also represents the state of the overall SDP capability execution. Once the physical graph has been
deployed it can be aborted by the LMC through the Master Drop Manager.

12.3 Drop State Diagram
On the lowest level each Drop has to follow certain state transitions. The basic lifecycle of a Drop is
simple and follows the basic principle of writing once, read many times. Additionally, it also allows for
data deletion.The model [Figure 13] is based on previous work for ALMA, but has been simplified in a
few areas. It covers the lifecycle of a Drop from initialisation to deletion and beyond. If the
initialisation fails for some reason the Drop identifiers are void and thus this is marked in the model as
a special state. The system has to support multiple versions and copies of the same Drop, thus the
model shows both local (one Drop) and global (all versions and copies of a Drop) state transitions. The
region highlighted with the green box marks the main cycle during which the Drop is being written. In
order to support streaming operations the state can change from ‘Dirty’ to ‘Locked’, then back to
‘Dirty’ between each of the blocks received. Once all blocks have been received, the state will change
to completed and the Drop will be set to readonly. If a Drop is detected to be corrupted (i.e., its
payload checksum has changed, or its metadata has become corrupted), but can be recovered from
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another copy or other means, it will not be available until it is fully recovered. If there is only one copy
of a Drop, or if all copies and versions are corrupted the Drop is globally corrupted, making recovery
impossible. This will then trigger deletion of all copies and versions. Drops can also be deleted
explicitly, thus there is a state transition between Completed and Deleted. Since this state transition is
for a single Drop (local) it is possible to undelete (recover) a deleted Drop as a sideeffect. In addition
to explicit deletion, Drops carry two different expiration datetime values, one indicating local
expiration and the other indicating global expiration. This allows for the implementation of the data
lifecycle across the whole data infrastructure and in particular across a hierarchy of storage layers
including the medium term and long term persistence storage. Local expiration will trigger automatic
deletion of a Drop at one specific location. Global expiration will eventually delete all versions and
copies of a particular Drop. Since this is an asynchronous operation there is both a logical and a
physical ‘Deleted’ state. This also means that a logical delete operation is very fast while the physical
delete can be deferred to a garbage collection process.
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Figure 13: The Drop state diagram is the lowest level of state machines within the Execution Framework. Persisted
Drops can live beyond the execution lifetime of their associated graph producing them. The composite ‘Active’ state
represents the possible Drop states during execution. A Drop can enter the ‘Sleeping’ state, if it is serialized to a
persistent storage layer. It can then be reactivated to participate in a graph execution. In order to capture and control
the states in the lower part of the figure, the SDP architecture also features a Drop Lifecycle Manager. Note that this
diagram covers all types of Drops, including Data Drops and Application Drops. Since Drops are immutable, we do not
foresee a transaction type model of state transition.

12.4 Drop Events
Changes in a Drop state, and other actions performed on a Drop, will fire named events which are
sent to all the interested subscribers. Systems can subscribe to particular named events, or to all
events.
In particular the Node Drop Manager subscribes to all events generated by the Drops it manages. By
doing so it can monitor all their activities and perform appropriate actions as required. The Node Drop
Manager, or any other entity, can thus become a Graph Event Manager, in the sense that they can
subscribe to all events sent by all Drops and make use of them. This functionality can be used for
example to visualise the progress of the execution of a graph.

13 Drop Lifecycle Management
The SDP needs a subsystem that automates and manages the migration of Drops through the various
life cycle states as well as the location of the Drops across the storage hardware, both vertical (storage
hierarchy) and horizontally (Fast Buffer, Staging/Midterm storage and Long Term Storage). The goal
of Drop lifecycle management is the optimal placement of Drops in terms of cost and performance
and employs a multitiered storage system to do so. The actual hardware landscape both within
compute nodes, but also more globally in the SDP Processing Platform will likely change significantly
during the lifetime of the SKA. Thus it is important to provide a flexible system, which allows
adaptation to the underlying platform, while minimising performance loss. It is also important to note
that the lifecycle of a Drop can span from minutes to many years and therefore has to seamlessly
cover the processing as well as the preservation domain.
Drop lifecycle management has to support a number of requirements:
1. Migration of Drops from one medium to another: SKA1SYS_REQ2728
2. aggregation of Drops into Science Data Products and Data Packages: this is nontrivial
because of concurrent workflows, SKA1SYS_REQ2128, SDP_REQ252, and the need
for data tracing, provenance and access control, SKA1SYS_REQ2821, SDP_REQ255
3. migration between storage layers, includes SDP_REQ263
4. replication/distribution including resilience (preciousness) support, incl.
SKA1SYS_REQ2350, SDP_REQ260  262
5. retirement of expired (temporary) Drops, incl. SDP_REQ256
In addition to the life cycle of single Drops the architecture also introduces the notion of Drop Phases
(Figure 14). The phases are related to the resilience of a Drop against loss or corruption. In particular
in cases where resilience is implemented using replication and/or mirroring this adds a complete
additional complexity to the lifecycle management, the Drop state diagram and in fact the definition
of the abstract Drop class itself. In particular it is not enough anymore to deal with Drops as singular
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objects, but there are now multiple Drops with identical payloads, potentially in quite different
physical locations. As a direct consequence the Drop class introduces an OID and an UID for a Drop.
The OID is the same for all identical copies of a Drop, the UID is a unique identifier for every single
Drop instance in the whole system. The lifecycle management system now needs to take care of all
the Drops with the same OID in a coherent way. It also needs to make sure that any negative Phase
change (see Figure 14) due to a failure is counteracted by producing a new copy of a Drop with a new
UID. The other consequence originating from the resilience Phases is the introduction of multiple
expiration timestamps into the abstract Drop class. This allows the lifecycle management system to
clean up all instances of a Drop with the same OID at once, or each of them individually. This is
particularly important for multilevel storage and cache systems with limited capacity. The required
information for the Drop Lifecycle Management will be kept in a distributed Drop Lifecycle Database.
This database will also be used as a master index for the Drop locations.

Figure 14: The resilience states of the Drop system are captured as Phases. Drops can change Phases from Plasma to
Gas, Liquid and Solid, depending on the current level of protection against loss and corruption. The definition of the
requirements to reach a certain Phase essentially is a policy decision, examples are provided in the figure.

14 Discussion of and Allocation of Functions to Products
The product tree and the functional breakdown for the Execution Framework are summarised below.
The allocation of the functions to the products is quite straightforward
○ C.1.2.3.1 Graph Event, Schedule & Workflow Framework
■ C.1.2.3.1.1 Graph Event Manager
■ C.1.2.3.1.2 Graph Scheduler
■ C.1.2.3.1.3 Graph Workflow Manager
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○ C.1.2.3.2 Graph Management Framework
■ C.1.2.3.2.1 Logical Graph Manager
■ C.1.2.3.2.1.1 Logical Graph Repository
■ C.1.2.3.2.2 Physical Graph Manager
■ C.1.2.3.2.2.1 Physical Graph Repository
○ C.1.2.3.3 Drop Implementation Framework
■ C.1.2.3.3.1 Drop Component Interface
■ C.1.2.3.3.2 Drop Channels
■ C.1.2.3.3.3 Drop Control
■ C.1.2.3.3.4 Drop IO Framework
○ C.1.2.3.4 Drop Management Framework
■ C.1.2.3.4.1 Master Drop Manager
■ C.1.2.3.4.2 Node Drop Manager
■ C.1.2.3.4.3 Island Drop Manager

Figure 15: Functional breakdown of the Execution Framework.
Table 1: Allocation of functions to products

Product

Function

C.1.2.3.2.1

F.1.17.1 Generate Logical Graph

C.1.2.3.2.2

F.1.17.2 Generate Physical Graph

C.1.2.3.4 Drop Management Framework

F.1.17.3 Manage Physical Graph

C.1.2.3.4.3 Island Drop Manager

F.1.17.4 Manage Island Graph Execution

C.1.2.3.4.2 Node Drop Manager

F.1.17.5 Manage Node Graph Execution
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15 Discussion of and Allocation of Requirements To Functions
The requirements for the Execution Framework are still in active development and the mapping to L1
requirements is quite tricky, because of the abstract and generic nature of the Execution Framework
in particular and software in more general terms. The design of the Execution Framework is a result of
the analysis of the complexity, variety, commensality and parallelism of the L1 and L0 requirements
and led to a system design, which allows the implementation and execution of many different
pipelines both in parallel and sequentially on a variety of different input data streams. In other words,
obviously there is no L1 requirement stating ‘The SDP shall implement an Execution Framework’. Thus
all of the requirements directly related to the Execution Framework are derived requirements and will
heavily depend on a fairly complex analysis of the SDP capabilities to be implemented. In addition the
detailed performance requirements for the Execution Framework are heavily dependent on the actual
implementation of the algorithms (pipeline components). Thus we are listing here a sketch of the
requirements we had been working against.

15.1 Performance Requirements
P1. Handle incoming data rates of ~0.4 TByte/s/array in up to 16 (TBC) independent
streams/observations [RD07 and RD08]
P2. The Execution Framework shall switch between observations within less than 30 (TBC) seconds,
which satisfies SKA1SYS_REQ2133, mode transition. The overhead induced by the Execution
Framework management and control shall be less than 5 % (TBC) of total SDP FLOPS.
P3. Drop generation and deletion time shall be less than 10 seconds/1 million Drops across the complete
deployment, not including physical deletion of the payload.
P4. The Execution Framework shall be able to manage a total of not less than 10 million Drops at any
given point in time, across all graphs deployed in parallel.

15.2 Functional Requirements
F1.
F2.
F3.

Support batch/queue data processing
Predictable processing times and latency of data product delivery for selected products.
Automated data and job placement optimisation based on profiling of pipeline components and
hardware parameters
F4. Fault tolerance at job level
F5. Resilience for precious data
F6. Allow for (limited) communication between compute islands
F7. Allow parallel graph executions (e.g. for subarrays).
F8. Allow multiple graphs to (re)use the same data (data commensal scheduling).
F9. Support high level graph development independent from low level platform or algorithmic
concerns.
F10. Clean and lean, well documented framework API to enable wrapping/integration of existing as well
as new pipeline algorithms. In particular this means that the framework needs to support the very
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loose integration of command line level algorithms as well the very tight integration of algorithms
directly into the framework in order to leverage the full potential of the builtin I/O layer.
F11. Integration of Execution Framework monitoring and control with LMC and TM
F12. Integration of Preservation
F13. Integration of multiple storage and memory levels and technologies, like slow hard drives, fast
hard drives, SSD, NVRAM, and Hybrid Memory Cubes and flexibility to benefit from upcoming
technologies.

Table 2: Allocation of requirements to functions.

Function

Requirements

F.1.17.1 Generate Logical Graph

P1, F9, F10

F.1.17.2 Generate Physical Graph

F3, F5, F12, F13

F.1.17.3 Manage Physical Graph

P2, P3, P4, F7, F8, F11

F.1.17.4 Manage Island Graph Execution

P2, P3, P4, F2, F7, F8

F.1.17.5 Manage Node Graph Execution

P2, P3, P4, F7, F8

16 Interfaces
The Execution Framework will enable the external SDP interface with CSP, by providing the
environment to execute various receiver pipelines. The implementation of the receiver pipeline
components is responsibility of the Receive Components product. The Execution Framework will also
have internal interfaces with the Control SDP and Preservation products providing and consuming
control and monitoring information with Control SDP and providing and consuming science data
products to/from the Preservation product. The Execution Framework will provide an API for the
development of the Pipeline components and then interface through that API with the components.

17 Discussion of Element Risks
Almost the complete architecture described above has been prototyped as part of the Data Flow
Management System prototyping activity (DFMS, see memos [RD10] and [RD5]).
The prototyping followed two basic principles:
1. Minimal viable product
2. Constant feedback
The first means that the DFMS implemented only functions, which deemed risky or necessary to verify
the architecture. The second means that very often during the implementation we found details or
issues with the architecture, which needed to be addressed and then verified again.
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Note that the DFMS primarily is a prototype of the Execution Framework, not a prototype of explicit
pipelines (neither Receive nor others) or the SDP control layer. However, in order to verify that the
Execution Framework architecture could work in a real world environment, we have also
implemented actual science reduction pipelines to deal with VLA and LOFAR data. The former proved
very valuable already for the CHILES project [RD06] .
In general we would thus rate the risk for the overall element architecture, including
implementability, quite low. However we have not yet addressed the following high level risks to the
degree to be confident about fulfilling the performance requirements:
● Scaling to SKA1 fails: We would judge the risk ‘moderate’. The SKA1 pipelines will require the
deployment of several million Drops across the whole processing platform for a fullscale
imaging capability. Although we have confirmed that the overhead introduced by the
framework is small enough to allow this in principle, we still need to verify scaling properties
in a more systematic way. This is in the plan for the next data challenge. To mitigate this risk
we have put this verification into the upcoming Data Challenge. The impact would be major
and thus even if the risk is moderate, we need to understand very well where the limits are.
● Translation from Logical to Physical Graph too complex: We would judge the risk ‘possible’.
This class of problems has been identified as one of the NPhard problems in computer
science. In essence this means that the risk will essentially always exist, but in general such
problems can be simplified by narrowing the parameter space to make them manageable.
This, together with research in the area is our approach to mitigate the risk. As a fallback we
can use adhoc quasistatic deployments and make them more dynamic as we go. In addition
this is an extremely active field, with lots of research strains and even the algorithms we are
using right now in the DFMS already look very promising, if not sufficient. This topic is part of
our ongoing activities. Due to the fallback options, the impact would be moderate to low.
● I/O Interface insufficient: We judge this risk as ‘very likely’ for the current DFMS
implementation, and ‘probable’ for the first real implementation. The architecture itself is
very flexible in this regard and allows to ‘plugin’ a wide variety of existing or upcoming I/O
frameworks. The amount of work required to identify, interface and optimise such
frameworks is a separate related, but lower level risk. We are working on a number of
frameworks, such as ADIOS, HDF5 and some advanced database engines. Again this requires
more work and prototyping, but is planned and can be distributed. The impact is very high,
since it will limit the amount of science that can be done.
● Integration with LMC hard: We would judge this risk ‘unlikely’. In order to mitigate it even
further we are looking into an integration prototype. The impact would be high.
● Integration with future Pipeline components: We would judge this risk ‘unlikely’, mostly
based on our experience with interfacing existing pipeline components with the DFMS. The
real verification will have to be the integration with prototypes of SDP PIP algorithms. The
impact would be very high.
● Logical Graph language syntax insufficient: We would judge this risk as ‘likely’ for the DFMS
prototype, but it is actually an implementation risk, not an architectural risk. The Execution
Framework allows to change the implementation of how to express logical graphs in a
modular way, thus we could use a more expressive syntax in the future. Our current approach
is to implement more logical graph constructs as we go and find them required to express
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more complex SDP capabilities. The impact would be moderate, because we can always make
shortcuts.
● Dynamic Scheduling too complex: We would judge this risk as ‘very likely’, mostly because
fully optimised dynamic scheduling is a really hard problem. The impact is moderate, since we
can always fallback to less optimal scheduling, although this might affect the science
capabilities. On the other hand it is not really clear what level of dynamic scheduling is
actually required. This topic requires additional prototyping to reduce the risk.
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